
About Client:

Sun Fortune Ltd. also belongs to the NKD Group of Companies and is responsible for the
important purchasing market in Asia and for sourcing and order tracking. Sun Fortune has
four purchasing offices in Hong Kong, India, Bangladesh, and China. The headquarters of
the NKD Group are located in Bindlach, near Bayreuth. NKD Logistics receives and
dispatches eight million items, or 2,800 tons of merchandise, every month.
The hub of the logistics department is the 32,000-square-foot central warehouse in Bindlach.
Their retail network comprises almost 2,000 shops in Germany, Austria, Italy, Slovenia,
Croatia, Poland, and Switzerland. NKD is a trend-oriented textile retailer.

About The Project:

Sun Fortune Trading (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. approached us to translate its code of conduct from
German to Chinese. This project involved translating a critical document that outlines the
company's ethical standards, policies, and guidelines, requiring precision and cultural
sensitivity in the translation process.

The Services include:

German-to-Chinese Translation

Our Solution:

We assigned the best native Chinese translators with extensive experience to manage the
project to ensure 100% accurate translations. The project required the translation of
approximately 5,000 words. The client had deep trust and confidence in CCJK’s translation
service, and they didn’t ask for any trial tests. Since the client’s sales teams had already seen
our portfolio and were aware of our goodwill in the global marketplace.
CCJK promises to deliver quality translation within 3 working days. We have established
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robust translation project management and QA processes over the past two decades that
allow us to deliver the best quality work with the quickest turnaround. Within 3 days, CCJK
delivered the translation to the client, and the client came back with a small suggested
revision. The CCJK team agrees with the suggestions and delivers the revisions promptly.
The client is quite impressed by CCJK’s fast response. It allowed us to build long-term
relationships with the clients, and one month later, the client came back to CCJK for more
translation.

ABOUT CCJK:

Founded in the year 2002, CCJK, a company of highly skilled professionals from around the
Asia-Pacific region, has formed an elite engineering group that is dedicated, knowledgeable,
and has a deeply rooted sense of responsibility. CCJK always insists that winning clients’
trust and confidence in this manner is of paramount importance to the very existence of an
organization. CCJK dedicates itself to tailoring its services to meet the unique needs of each
individual client. For every project, no matter whether it is large or small, sophisticated or
trivial, the whole team is committed to working synchronically to make the project mutually
successful, both for the client and CCJK.


